
Coverity Launches Code Spotter™ in Free Beta Version to
Speed Defect Detection in Java Code
 

 

Cloud-based service makes it easier to test software quality and security

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif., Sept. 29, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- Coverity, Inc., a Synopsys company (Nasdaq:SNPS),
today announced the launch of Coverity Code Spotter™, a cloud-based service enabling developers to find
hard-to-detect defects in Java code. Built on Coverity's static code analysis technology, Code Spotter is
available for free to the software development community during the beta period.

Using Code Spotter, developers can upload as much Java source code as they would like to the service. The
service is designed to find the most common and critical issues in Java code bases, including resource leaks,
race conditions, concurrency issues, control flow issues, null pointer dereferences, issues detected by the open
source FindBugs tool, copy and paste errors, and many other software defects resulting in incorrect or
unpredictable program behavior.

 

"There are more than six million professional software developers in the world writing at least 60 million lines of
code every day, which means the need for a simple-to-use, lightweight process for testing software quality and
security has never been more critical," said Dennis Chu, senior product manager for Coverity. "With Code
Spotter, we've aimed to do just that by expanding our SaaS offerings to provide even more developers across
the globe with tools that make it easier to produce high-quality software."

Code Spotter works by integrating with developers' build systems. It intercepts and compiles the source code
files that are part of a project, and then uploads them to the Code Spotter servers for analysis. Once the
analysis job is complete, developers can examine the results on the Code Spotter website or download the
results for review locally.

Additional highlights and features within Code Spotter include:

Eclipse plugin – provides intuitive access and usage within the integrated developer environments
Maven plugin – enables simple job submissions
GitHub integration – sign up for and access Code Spotter with your existing GitHub accounts

Code Spotter in beta is currently available for Java projects. Coverity plans to support other languages in the
future as it further expands its presence in the cloud.

Additional Resources:

Sign up for a free Code Spotter account
Preview Code Spotter at the Coverity booth (#5004) at JavaOne in San Francisco, Sept. 28–Oct. 2
Read our Software Testing blog

About Coverity
Coverity, Inc., a Synopsys company (Nasdaq:SNPS), is a leading provider of software quality and security
testing solutions. Coverity's award-winning software testing platform helps developers create and deliver better
software, faster, by automatically testing source code for software defects that could lead to product crashes,
unexpected behavior, security breaches or catastrophic system failure. The world's largest brands rely on
Coverity to help ensure the quality, safety and security of their products and services. For more information,
visit www.coverity.com, follow us on Twitter or check out our blog.
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